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ABSTRACT11
Negative binomial distribution has been suggested to describe the first arrival time of the kth12
flood exceeding the design flood under independence and both stationary and nonstationary con-13
ditions. However, hydrological processes often exhibit temporal dependence, which can cause14
persistent fluctuations in observed series and clustering of extreme events that might be confused15
with nonstationary effects. This study focuses on a distribution of waiting time of the kth event16
exceeding a prescribed design value under stationarity and serial dependence. This probability17
distribution is known as beta negative binomial, which complements the models proposed for18
(non)stationary independent processes, and enables the comparisons with results corresponding to19
stationary dependent processes. We discuss the properties of the beta negative binomial distribu-20
tion and show its validity for theoretical occurrence processes with power-law and exponentially21
decaying autocorrelation functions. The proposed model is applied to peak flows and maximum22
temperatures recorded across the conterminous United States. Results show that the beta negative23
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binomial distribution can capture the effect of serial dependence on the distribution of waiting time24
of extreme events.25
INTRODUCTION26
For decades, the frequency analysis of hydrological extremes, such as peak flow annual maxima,27
has relied on the assumption that such extreme values should be treated as independent and28
identically distributed (i/id) random variables (Water Resources Council 1982; Stedinger et al.29
1993, among others), and this assumption still plays a key role in present procedures suggested for30
in instance byBulletin 17C of theUnited States Geological Survey (USGS) (England Jr. et al. 2019).31
Focusing for instance on peak flow as variable of interest, identical distribution is a fundamental32
assumption in order to consider peak flow time series as representative samples of the population33
of future floods (England Jr. et al. 2019).34
Nonetheless, factors such as land use change, water management, and climate variability as35
well as long-term fluctuations of hydrological processes (e.g. strong multidecadal patterns) or36
alternation of wet and dry cycles (e.g. flood-rich and flood-poor multi-year time intervals) called37
into question the i/id assumption. Therefore, there is a growing body of literature recognizing the38
importance of generalizing the notion of i/id sequences of hydrological extremes. Such an objective39
is achieved by permitting dependence (i.e. temporal persistence and clustering of extremes), or40
allowing the extremes to have different distributions (thus relaxing the id assumption), or both. For41
example, a number of studies have investigated the statistical significance and attribution of some42
form of nonstationarity such as trends and abrupt shifting patterns, which have been detected in43
some historical records (Villarini et al. 2009a; Villarini et al. 2009b; Vogel et al. 2011; Stedinger44
and Griffis 2011; Hirsch and Ryberg 2012; Prosdocimi et al. 2014, among others), and therefore45
modeled using various methodologies such as Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) (Dobson and46
Barnett 2008) orGeneralizedAdditiveModels (GAMs) (Hastie andTibshirani 1990). Thesemodels47
consist of probability distributions of the target variable (e.g. peak flow) whose parameters are48
assumed to be functions of explanatory variables such as time, large-scale teleconnection indices49
(e.g. North Atlantic Oscillation index) or other hydrological variables (e.g. rainfall) (Khaliq et al.50
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2006; Villarini et al. 2009a; Villarini et al. 2009b; Vogel et al. 2011; Stedinger and Griffis 2011;51
Katz 2013; Bayazit 2015).52
However, no consensus has been established regarding the applicability of nonstationarymethod53
(Salas et al. 2018; Serinaldi et al. 2018). In fact, trends, abrupt changes and spatio-temporal clus-54
tering of extremes can be a spurious effect of serial dependence, which is in turn often recognized55
in hydro-climatic processes (Lins and Slack 1999; Cohn and Lins 2005; Koutsoyiannis and Monta-56
nari 2007; Lins and Cohn 2011; Serinaldi and Kilsby 2016; Serinaldi and Kilsby 2018; Markonis57
et al. 2018, among others). In other words, recalling that stationarity is a property of an underly-58
ing stochastic process and not of observed data (Koutsoyiannis and Montanari 2015), realizations59
from correlated stationary processes can exhibit fluctuations and trends that persist for decades or60
centuries (Cohn and Lins 2005, among others). On the other hand, without including external61
additional information providing hydrological understanding of underlying physical mechanisms,62
nonstationary processes are difficult if not impossible to detect and determine in hydrological series63
(Koutsoyiannis and Montanari 2015; Serinaldi et al. 2018).64
In this context, Salas and Obeysekera (2019) derived an extended version of negative binomial65
distribution (ENB) describing the probability of the first arrival time of k extreme events that66
exceed a given threshold under the assumption of independence and nonstationarity. Even thought67
Salas and Obeysekera (2019) provided results corresponding to independence and nonstationarity,68
they also stressed the above-mentioned possible confusion between the effects of nonstationarity69
and serial dependence, and therefore the importance of extending their analysis to consider serially70
correlated processes. Therefore, this paper keeps the hypothesis that the hydrological process71
of interest is identically distributed, and it further investigates the probability distribution of the72
number of years (waiting time) it will take for the first occurrence of the kth extreme event (e.g.73
the kth flood) exceeding a specified level (e.g. the design value of a flood defence structure) in a74
stationary and correlated sequence.75
Knowing the distributions of waiting time or those of the number of occurrence in a given76
time window under different conditions (e.g. (non)stationarity and/or (in)dependence) allows the77
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definition of the corresponding concepts of return period, reliability, and probability/risk of failure78
(Fernández and Salas 1999; Cooley 2013; Read and Vogel 2015; Serinaldi 2015; Volpi et al. 2015;79
Salvadori et al. 2016). As these concepts are usually applied in the engineering practice for risk80
assessment, the availability of their expressions enables a more complete and fair comparison of81
results under different/competing assumptions. In this context, this work fills the gap existing for82
the case of stationary dependent processes.83
This study is structured as follows. Firstly, we introduce basic terminology, and review and sum-84
marize the taxonomy of discrete distribution functions that are generally of interest for applications85
involving the occurrence of hydrological extremes. Then, we present the beta negative binomial86
(βNB) and a new parametrization emphasising the role of the occurrence rate and autocorrela-87
tion function (ACF). Theoretical derivations are validated by Monte Carlo simulations involving88
stochastic processes with power-law and exponentially decaying ACF and various intensities of89
serial dependence, which are consistent with those of various observed hydrological processes.90
The βNB distribution is therefore applied to two wide data sets of peak flows and temperatures91
recorded across the United States. Finally, conclusions summarize our main findings.92
TAXONOMY OF DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF93
HYDROLOGICAL EXTREMES94
This study analyzes the occurrence of possible excursions of hydrological processes above a95
high level (threshold), which may determine the failure of a structure or system. A typical example96
is a peak flow exceeding the design flood xd with exceedance probability p. Let us consider a97
sequence of annual maximum peak flows {x1, ..., xt, ..., xn}, over n years, and compare each of them98
with the design flood xd . Each comparison represents a trial with two possible outcomes that are99
usually denoted as "failure" F, if the peak flow exceeds the design value (i.e. xt > xd) or success S,100
otherwise (i.e. xt ≤ xd). Obviously, the chances of observing F and S are p and 1− p, respectively.101
As each trial can only have a binary output (F or S), the sequence of comparisons of xt and xd102
yields a succession of n symbols (e.g. SSSFSF...SSF), which is a realization of a binary process.103
The set of all possible outcomes of each trial, i.e. the pair {F, S}, is defined as sample space of a104
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trial. Therefore the sample space of n trials contains 2n points or successions of n symbols S and105
F, each point representing one possible outcome of the compound experiment.106
As recognized by Salas and Obeysekera (2019), when dealing with the number of occurrences107
of extreme events (e.g. extreme floods), two main scenarios or sampling procedures are generally108
of interest:109
1. Determining the probability distribution of number of failures, Z , in an experiment involving110
n trials with a given rate of failure p. For example, the number of extreme floods, Z = z,111
exceeding a given design value xd corresponding to a specified exceedance probability p in112
a given time window of n years (e.g. the design life of an infrastructure).113
2. Determining the probability distribution of number of trialsW necessary to obtain k failures114
for a given rate of failure p. For example, the waiting time,W = w, for the kth occurrence115
of a flood exceeding xd .116
The distributions of Z and W depend on the assumptions made on the underlying process X117
(e.g., annual peak flow). Let the discrete-time stochastic process X = {Xt}t∈N (e.g. annual peak118
flow) be a sequence of random variables with univariate cumulative distribution function (CDF)119
Ft(x) = P[Xt ≤ x] = 1 − pt and survival functions (SF) St(xt) = P[Xt > x] = 1 − Ft(x) = pt .120
Therefore, the occurrence of an extreme event exceeding xd at time t is described by a binary121
random process Y = {Yt}t∈N with sample space {0, 1}, where t (= 0, 1, 2, ...) denotes discrete time,122
and Yt = 1 (i.e. failure) if Xt > xd , otherwise Yt = 0 (i.e. success). We can have four cases:123
1. Xt is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i/id) random variables with identical124
univariate distributions Ft ≡ F = 1 − p. Under (i/id), the process Y is a binary sequence125
of independent trials (i.e. Bernoulli trials) with constant probability of failure at each trial,126
pt ≡ p, and the distribution of Z is binomial B, while the distribution of W is negative127
binomial NB, which specializes as a geometric distribution when k = 1 (Johnson et al.128
2005, p. 209).129
2. Xt is a sequence of non-independent identically distributed (ni/id) random variables with130
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identical univariate distributions F = 1 − p and autocorrelation structure ρ j , where j131
(= 0, 1, 2, ...) denotes the lag time. Under (ni/id), the process Y is a binary sequence of132
dependent trials with constant probability of failure at each trial, p. In this case, Z is133
described by beta-binomial distribution βB (Skellam 1948; Johnson et al. 2005; Serinaldi134
and Kilsby 2018), while the subject of this study is the distribution ofW , which is shown to135
be a beta negative binomial βNB (Kemp and Kemp 1956; Johnson et al. 2005).136
3. Xt is a sequence of independent non-identically distributed (i/nid) random variables with137
varying univariate distributions Ft = 1 − pt . Under (i/nid), the process Y is a binary138
sequence of independent trials with varying probability of failure at each trial, pt . In this139
case, Z can be modelled by a Poisson’s binomial distribution (Poisson 1837; Edwards 1960;140
Tejada and den Dekker 2011; Obeysekera and Salas 2016), andW by an extended negative141
binomial distribution ENB (Salas and Obeysekera 2019).142
4. Xt is a sequence of non-independent non-identically distributed (ni/nid) random variables143
with varying univariate distributions Ft = 1 − pt and a given autocorrelation structure. In144
this case, the process Y is a binary sequence of dependent trials with varying probability of145
failure at each trial pt . This is themost complicated case and, to the best authors’ knowledge,146
general distributions of Z andW are not yet available in the literature. Nonetheless, Serinaldi147
and Kilsby (2018) attempted to solve the problem for Z in the case pt = 1/t by using an148
equivalent beta-binomial βBe distribution. However, they also suggested Monte Carlo149
simulations as the preferred way to deal with the ni/nid case (until a suitable and tractable150
distribution is made available).151
These combinations of the nature of parent processes and sampling procedures are summarized in152
Table 1. We stress that the foregoing classification assumes that the ni condition in the cases ni/id153
and ni/nid refers to the presence of a correlation structures. In the ni/id case, which is the subject154
of this study, these correlation structures are assumed to be stationary.155
The foregoing classification allows some preliminary remarks that help introduce βNB. The156
distributions in Table 1 are related to each other. For example, NB refers to continuous sampling157
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until exactly k failures have been obtained, which is called inverse sampling (Johnson et al. 2005,158
p. 524). Such a waiting-time sampling procedure is a sort of counterpart of counting the number159
of failures k in n trials. Such a duality emerges for example in inspection sampling characterizing160
quality control procedures, where we can take a sample of size n from a batch of items and then161
accept the batch if the observed number of defectives is less than or equal to some specified value162
c (otherwise reject), or draw items one at a time until either c + 1 defectives are observed (at163
which point the batch is rejected) or n − c non-defectives are observed (and the batch is accepted)164
(Johnson et al. 2005, p. 281). This duality between sampling procedures is reflected in the formal165
relationship between the CDF and SF of binomial and negative binomial random variables under166
i/id. In fact, suppose that the kth failure (e.g. extreme flood) occurs after r successes (non-extreme167
floods) for a total of z = k + r trials (extreme and non-extreme flood events), therefore if we168
need more than r successes before observing the kth failure, it means that there are at most k − 1169
failures in the first k + r trails. It follows that P[W > k + r] = P[Z ≤ r − 1]. Recalling that170
P[W > k + r] = SW (k + r) = 1 − FW (k + r) and P[Z ≤ r − 1] = FZ (r − 1), and that FW and FZ171
are respectively NB and B, therefore the SF (CDF) of a NB distribution is the same as the CDF172
(SF) of a B distribution. This property holds true also for βNB and βB under ni/id (Johnson173
et al. 2005, p. 267), and it helps handle βNB using results and software available for βB, which is174
indeed the most widely used of all the general hypergeometric distributions (Griffiths 1973; Nicola175
and Goyal 1990; Hughes and Madden 1993; Tsai et al. 2003; Johnson et al. 2005; Serinaldi et al.176
2018; Serinaldi and Kilsby 2018).177
Even though NB, βB and βNB can be derived in many ways, all of them can be seen as178
compound distributions. NB results from a mixture of Poisson distributions whose mean varies179
randomly following a gamma distribution (Greenwood and Yule 1920). Analogously, βB results180
from a mixture of ordinary binomial distribution with rate of occurrence of successes/failures181
assumed to be a random variable following a beta distribution (Skellam 1948). βNB was obtained182
analogously to the βB distribution as a beta mixture ofNB distributions (Kemp and Kemp 1956).183
NB is the limiting form of βB analogous to the Poisson limit to the binomial (Griffiths 1973).184
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βB is also known as negative (inverse) hypergeometric distribution or hypergeometric waiting-185
time distribution (Johnson et al. 2005, pp. 213-214). It should be noted that both NB and βB186
are referred to as Pólya distribution. This is related to the fact that these distributions (and others)187
correspond to sampling procedures that are special cases of Pólya urn model or limiting forms of188
Pólya urn model distribution (Johnson et al. 2005, pp. 209 and 255). This urn model was introduced189
by Eggenberger and Pólya (1923) as a model for contagious distributions, that is, for situations190
where the occurrence of an event has an aftereffect (Eggenberger and Pólya 1923; Eggenberger191
and Pólya 1928; Johnson et al. 2005). Actually, βB and βNB have additional parameters that192
explicitly model over-dispersion, i.e. variance inflation due information redundancy caused by193
serial correlation.194
On the other hand, NB refers to i/id trials, but it is often used to model contagious or195
clustered processes as its expression allows for over-dispersion (i.e. variance greater than the mean)196
(Lombardo et al. 2019). However, in many applications discrete distributions are used to model197
count data without any reference to the sampling scheme, but only as models with a suitable number198
of parameters guaranteeing a good fit to data. In this context, parameters loose their interpretation199
in terms of sampling procedure (W or Z), but are seen as simple degrees of freedom enabling a200
good fit to data. In this respect, the two-parameter NB is often used instead of one-parameter201
Poisson even if the former originally refers to waiting timesW , while the latter to event counts Z .202
By the way, the duality between B and NB as well as the possibility of suitable parametrizations203
further explains why the models are interchangeably used in different situations.204
INTRODUCING BETA NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION205
Theoretical results206
Denoting p ∈ [0, 1] as the probability of failure in each trial, the βNB distribution of the207
waiting timeW to kth failure can be derived as a compound distribution resulting from the ordinary208
NB distribution with probability mass function (PMF), mean, and variance209
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fNB(w; k, p) =
(
w − 1
k − 1
)
pk(1 − p)w−k, (1)210
µNB = E[W] = 1 − pp k + k =
k
p
, (2)211
σ2NB = Var[W] =
1 − p
p2
k, (3)212
when p is assumed to be a random variable Ψ following a beta distribution213
fβ(ψ;α, β) = ψ
α−1(1 − ψ)β−1
B(α, β) , (4)214
where B denotes beta function, and α and β are two positive shape parameters. Therefore, the215
βNB PMF can be written as216
fβNB(w; k, α, β) = fNB(w; k, ψ) · fβ(ψ;α, β) dψ
=
1∫
0
(
w − 1
k − 1
)
ψk(1 − ψ)w−k · ψ
α−1(1 − ψ)β−1
B(α, β) dψ
=
(
w − 1
k − 1
)
B(α + k, β + w − k)
B(α, β)
, (5)217
while the CDF reads as218
FβNB(w) =
w∑
j=k
(
j − 1
k − 1
)
B(α + k, β + j − k)
B(α, β) . (6)219
In this study, we propose a more convenient parametrization of βNB in terms of rate of failure p220
and autocorrelation function (ACF) of the binary process Yt analogous to that available for the βB221
distribution (Ahn and Chen 1995). Let us set222
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
p =
α − 1
α + β − 1
ρβNB =
1
α − 2
, (7)223
where ρβNB is known as the ‘intra class’ or ‘intra cluster’ correlation224
ρβNB(w) =
∑∑
j,l ρ jl
w(w − 1) , (8)225
where ρ jl = Corr[Yj,Yl] denotes the pairwise correlation of two randomly chosen experiments226
separated by a time lag |l − j |. The indices j and l refer to two different time steps in a temporal227
process evolving over w time steps, i.e. the waiting time to the kth failure. From Eq. 7, the228
parameters of βNB in Eq. 5 and 6 become229

α(w) = 2ρβNB(w) + 1
ρβNB(w)
β(w) = ρβNB(w) + 1
ρβNB(w) ·
1 − p
p
. (9)230
The mean and variance of βNB in terms of α and β are given by the formulas (Johnson et al. 2005,231
p. 256)232
µβNB := E[W] = kβ
α − 1 + k =
α + β − 1
α − 1 k, (10)233
and234
σ2βNB := Var[W] =
kβ(α + k − 1)(α + β − 1)
(α − 1)2(α − 2) . (11)235
Using the parametrization in Eq 9, the expression of the mean becomes236
µβNB =
k
p
= µNB, (12)237
which indicates that the mean of βNB is equal to that of the corresponding NB with constant p.238
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In other words, serial correlation does not affect the mean, as µβNB is independent of ρβNB . On239
the other hand, applying the parametrization in Eq. 9 and recalling the expression of the variance240
of NB in Eq. 3, the variance of βNB becomes241
σ2βNB =
kβ
(α − 1) ·
(α + β − 1)
(α − 1) ·
(α + k − 1)
(α − 2)
=
1 − p
p
k · 1
p
· [1 + (k + 1)ρβNB]
=σ2NB · [1 + (k + 1)ρβNB]
. (13)242
Equation 13 highlights that the serial correlation influences the variance of the waiting time of243
the kth failure (e.g. the kth extreme flood event). In fact, ρβNB modulates the variance of the244
NB distribution corresponding to the i/id case. Since the geophysical processes usually exhibit245
positive correlation (in space and time), therefore ρβNB is positive and inflates the variance of the246
originalNB distribution with constant p, thus further increasing over-dispersion. As ρβNB ≤ 1 by247
definition, the upper limit of the inflation factor is k + 2.248
Conversely, Eqs. 9 and 13 define the lower limit of the range of admissible values of ρβNB . As249
the variance σ2βNB ≥ 0 by definition, it follows that the term in the square brackets of Eq. 13 must250
be positive, which means ρβNB ≥ −1/(k + 1). On the other hand, as the parameters α and β in251
Eq. 9 must be positive, this condition is fulfilled only if ρβNB > 0. Therefore, the βNB model252
is defined for ρβNB ∈ [0, 1). For the lower limit ρβNB = 0 (which corresponds to uncorrelated253
processes), βNB becomes NB (i.e. βNB ≡ NB for ρβNB = 0).254
For practical applications, it should be noted that µβNB is the expected waiting time (EWT) or255
return periodTk of the kth event exceeding a specified threshold, which can be of interest to assess the256
tolerance of a project against losses/damages due to a sequence of extreme events such as clustering257
floods (Salas and Obeysekera 2019). On the other hand, the risk or probability of observing k258
failures in n years corresponds to the βNB CDF. In fact, Pf,k = P[W ≤ n|k] = FβNB(n; p, k, ρβNB).259
Therefore, the reliability, i.e. the probability to wait more than n years to observe k events, is the260
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βNB SF, Rl,k = P[W > n|k] = 1−FβNB(n; p, k, ρβNB). Finally, considering δ = σ2/µ as an index261
of dispersion relative to the Poisson distribution (for which δ = 1 indicating equi-dispersion), we262
have263
δβNB =
σ2βNB
µβNB
=
1 − p
p
· [1 + (k + 1)ρβNB] = δNB · [1 + (k + 1)ρβNB], (14)264
which may be either greater or less than unity.265
The behavior of δβNB further supports previous criticisms about the use of return period as266
a reliable index of rareness for design purposes (Serinaldi 2015). In fact, the same EWT can267
correspond to a variety of processes characterized by under-/equi-/over-dispersed distributions of268
the waiting time, which in turn correspond to different intensities of temporal clustering. In other269
words, when compared with independent processes with the same rate of occurrence (and therefore270
EWT), serially dependent processes can exhibit longer time intervals without failures followed271
by dense clusters of failures (Serinaldi and Lombardo 2017a; Serinaldi and Lombardo 2017b;272
Serinaldi and Kilsby 2018). While EWT cannot recognize these differences in the clustering of273
failures, Pf,k and Rl,k are sensitive to under-/over-dispersion effects and provide a more careful274
quantification of the chance of observing k failures within the design life of a project.275
Monte Carlo simulations276
The ability of βNB in reproducing the distribution of the waiting timeW of the kth event was277
tested for stationary occurrence processes following power-law and exponentially decaying ACFs278
reported in Appendix I, which correspond to the fractional Gaussian noise (fGn, also known as279
Hurst-Kolmogorov process) with parameter H, and the first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) process280
with parameter ρ1. The AR(1) and fGn processes are parsimonious options widely used in the281
hydrological literature (Koutsoyiannis 2016) as they allow for modeling a variety of autocorrelation282
functionsmatching those ofmany observed hydrological processes. We also recall that hydrological283
processes are usually positive correlated, and the parameters H = 0.5(1) and ρ1 = 0(1) correspond284
to independence (perfect positive dependence). Therefore, we considered fGn and AR(1) ACFs285
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with parameters H ∈ {0.6, 0.7, 0.8} and ρ1 ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.7}, along with k ∈ {1, 3, 5} and p = 0.1.286
The foregoing sets of values of H and ρ1 have been selected to cover the range of weak, middle287
and relatively strong positive serial correlation, thus showing the sensitivity of βNB for a range of288
cases covering the spectrum of real-world situations. On the other hand, the rate of occurrence p289
and number of exceedances k are consistent with those used by Salas and Obeysekera (2019). By290
the way, p = 0.1 corresponds to a return period of 10 years and allows the selection of a reasonable291
number of extreme events on hydrological records, thus enabling the comparison of theoretical and292
empirical distributions in real-world application (see the case study in the next section). Using293
different values of H, ρ1, p and k yields results (not shown) similar to those reported below.294
For each combination of parameters, binary sequences with prescribed ACF and sample size295
10000 were simulated 5000 times using the BetaBit algorithm (Serinaldi and Lombardo 2017a),296
then we extracted and collected the waiting time of the kth event for each time series. Therefore, for297
each value of k and each combination of the other parameters, the resulting 5000 values of waiting298
time were used to build their empirical distribution. Figures 1 and 2 show that the theoretical299
FβNB and empirical CDFs exhibit almost perfect agreement (overlooking minor discrepancies due300
to sampling fluctuations). Figures 1 and 2 also report FNB as reference, showing how the empirical301
CDFs and FβNB progressively depart from FNB as the processes become more and more correlated302
and therefore their variance increases. In these cases, NB is clearly insufficient to describe the303
actual (strong) over-dispersion of the arrival process.304
CASE STUDY305
To demonstrate the applicability of the βNB distribution, we considered two relatively large306
data sets referring to hydro-climatic processes with different properties. The first data set consists of307
long-term time series (85-136 years of record) of annual maximum instantaneous peak stream flow308
recorded at 200 stream-gauge stations located across the conterminous United States (CONUS;309
see Fig 3a). This data were already analyzed by Hirsch and Ryberg (2012), who provide a310
detailed presentation along with the list of the stations, mapping, metadata (such as coordinates311
of stream-gauges and drainage area), and the data set itself. Original data are provided by the US312
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Geological Survey (USGS) via the National Water Information System (NWIS) online database,313
http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/peak. As Hirsch and Ryberg (2012) accessed the314
data on 27 January 2010, we updated the data set including new records when/where available315
(accessed on 27 July 2019). We refer to these sources for all details. The second data set consists316
of monthly maximum temperature anomalies computed with respect to 1901-2000 average, from317
January 1895 to December 2017 (123 years) over the 344 CONUS climate divisions (Fig 3b) (Karl318
and Koss 1984; Vose et al. 2014). Data are provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric319
Administration (NOAA) through the US Climate Divisional Database (nClimDiv data set; http:320
//www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/time-series/us). For additional details, we refer to Serinaldi321
and Kilsby (2018) who previously analysed this data set for the distribution of the counting process322
Z .323
For both data set, we computed the waiting time before the occurrence of the kth event, with324
k ∈ {1, 3, 5}, exceeding the p-percentage threshold, p ∈ {0.1, 0.2}. More extreme thresholds were325
not considered because the relatively short samples prevent, for instance, the observation of five326
events exceeding the threshold at p = 0.01. As for the Monte Carlo experiment discussed in the327
previous section, we likewise extracted the waiting time of the kth event (i.e. extreme high flow or328
extreme high temperature) exceeding the 1− pth percentile in each time series, resulting in 200 (or329
344) values ofW for each combination of k and p. These values were used to build the empirical330
CDF.331
Figure 4 compares such empirical CDFs with theNB and βNB models for the peak flow data332
set. In this case, NB and βNB are close to each other and to the empirical CDFs, thus reflecting333
the weak and often negligible serial correlation of the annual maximum instantaneous peak stream334
flow (the lag-1 correlation ranges in the interval (−0.16, 0.35) with mean equal to 0.06; see Fig 3a).335
We note that merging the waiting times w from different flow series implies the assumption of336
a common (unique) serial correlation structure for all stream flow series. This is obviously an337
approximation as some records can show more or less persistence.338
To further investigated the sensitivity of the results to the spatial variability of ρ1 we computed339
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the βNB distribution corresponding to ρ1 = 0.35, i.e. the maximum lag-1 correlation estimated340
on the 200 peak flow series. This distribution along withNB, which is the form assumed by βNB341
under independence (ρ1 = ρβNB = 0), represent the limit cases allowed by the βNB model for342
the data at hand. The shaded area depicted in Fig. 4 describes the difference between these two343
distributions. As this area includes all the intermediate βNB models for ρ1 ∈ (0, 0.35), it gives344
information about the uncertainty related to the estimation of ρ1 and its impact on the results.345
Under the assumption that the AR(1) model is suitable to account for serial dependence of peak346
flow, Fig. 4 shows that the variability of ρ1 is negligible in this particular case. We note that setting347
the lower bound as ρ1 = 0 instead of the observed minimum value −0.16 does not affect the results.348
In fact, under AR(1) correlation structure, setting ρ1 = −0.16 yields ρβNB = −0.07, which is very349
close to the zero value resulting from ρ1 = 0.350
Focusing on temperature data, results are reported in Figure 5, which is analogous to Fig. 4. In351
this case, Serinaldi and Kilsby (2018) showed that these time series are serially correlated. Serial352
dependence was quantified in terms of Hurst exponent H ∈ (0.60, 0.83), with mean equal to 0.65353
and quite a clear spatial pattern across the CONUS (see Fig 3b). Therefore, the parameter ρβNB354
of the βNB distributions in Figure 5 are computed assuming fGn acf with H = 0.65. In this case,355
βNB reproduces the empirical CDFs better than NB, highlighting the usefulness of considering356
serial correlation albeit in a very approximate way without explicitly accounting for its spatial357
variability.358
As for the peak flow, we investigated the uncertainty of these results by computing the βNB359
distributions for H = 0.6 and 0.83, i.e. the smallest and greatest value of H estimated on the360
344 temperature records. Under the assumption that the fGn model suitably describes the serial361
dependence of temperature, βNB exhibits greater variability (see shaded area in Fig. 5). This362
depends on the slow power-law decay of the ACF of the fGn process for H = 0.83, which yields363
high values of ρβNB , and thus greater departure from the NB distribution (which is valid under364
independence). In contrast with the case of peak flows, the NB distribution does not fall within365
the uncertainty area, while the empirical CDFs generally do (apart from some local discrepancies).366
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This confirms that the βNB model offers a viable and useful generalization of NB distribution367
when dealing with serially correlated temperature data.368
For the sake of further illustration, let us focus on the waiting time of the kth temperature value369
exceeding the 10% threshold (i.e. p = 0.1) and k = {3, 5}, i.e. the cases reported in Fig. 5e-f. For370
both cases, Table 2 compares some empirical summary statistics and the theoretical counterparts371
corresponding to NB and βNB with H = {0.60, 0.65, 0.83}, which are the H values used to372
build the average βNB model and the lower and upper limit curves reported in Fig. 5e-f. Table 2373
highlights that both NB and βNB have the same mean, which underestimates the empirical374
mean. However, the standard deviation of βNB with Hmean = 0.65 is greater than that of the375
NB distribution and is closer to the empirical standard deviation, which falls within the lower and376
upper limits corresponding to Hmean = 0.60 and 0.83, respectively. Analyzing the reliability Rl,k377
helps better understanding why the return period can be a not enough informative design criterion.378
In fact, recalling that we deal with monthly values, for p = 0.1 the expected waiting of the third379
and fifth temperature value exceeding the 10% threshold is k/p = 30 and 50 months under both380
independence and dependence. However, the probability that the actual waiting time is greater381
than the expected waiting time is ≈ 40% under independence and ≈ 60% under dependence.382
For instance, this means that while we expect that three over-threshold exceedances will occur383
on average within 30 months, actually this compound event is more likely under independence384
than under dependence. However, as the return period (expected waiting time) is invariant under385
both assumptions, it cannot provide information about the actual level of risk an infrastructure is386
exposed to. Again, Table 2 indicates that βNB models outperform NB, yielding average Rl,k387
values closer to the empirical ones. These remarks further confirm the usefulness of considering388
serial dependence in this type of analysis as well as complementing the classical return period with389
more informative and sensitive indices of risk in design procedures.390
CONCLUSIONS391
In this studywe have introduced the theoretical distribution of thewaiting time of the kth extreme392
event under serial dependence, showing that it is beta negative binomial. We have introduced a393
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suitable parametrization that depends only on the rate of occurrence and the autocorrelation, and394
allows for expressing the mean and variance in form similar to that of the first two moments of395
the negative binomial distribution valid under independence. In particular, the expected waiting396
time of kth extreme event does not change under dependence, while the expression of the variance397
is characterized by an additional multiplicative factor depending on the autocorrelation function,398
which enables variance modulation (both inflation and deflation).399
The performance of the proposed model has been tested on synthetic samples simulated from400
binary processes with power-law and exponentially decaying temporal dependence structures. As401
a proof of concept, the beta negative binomial distribution has been applied to two data sets402
comprising 200 annual maximum peak flow series and 344 maximum temperature sequences403
recorded across the United States, showing that the proposed model correctly allows for a better404
fitting accounting for the variance inflation due to the serial dependence.405
The beta negative binomial model expands the taxonomy of discrete distributions devised to406
describe the number Z of extreme hydrological events over fixed time windows and the waiting407
time W of the kth extreme events. In this respect, the models summarized in Table 1 allow408
for appropriate comparisons of alternative assumptions such as independence-nonstationarity and409
dependence-stationarity, thus enabling a more complete and fair analysis of the dynamics of410
hydrological processes.411
We stress that these models are completely general and can be applied in other contexts of412
interest, including finance, informatics, or whatever engineering system/structure that is subject413
to stress/loads and possible failure. For example, βNB can be used to assess the probability of414
the waiting time of the kth crash of a stock market index, which can help setting better stop-415
loss strategies against clustering losses. In analogy with hydraulic networks, βNB can provide416
information about the clustering of overflow events affecting energy distribution networks (due to417
peaks of energy demand), telecommunication infrastructures (due to peaks of data/message traffic),418
or transportation systems (related for instance to vehicle traffic jam in peak hours).419
Finally, as mentioned above, βNB fills a gap in the taxonomy of distributions describing the420
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arrival/waiting time of extreme events. Further generalizations are possible to include the more421
complex and challenging case of persistence and nonstationarity. Of course, such desirable theo-422
retical advancements should come with a careful assessment of their applicability to hydrological423
processes, whose uniqueness and complexity require extra care in modelling and interpretation.424
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APPENDIX I. DEPENDENCE STRUCTURES436
Denoting the lag time as τ, the fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) also known asHurst-Kolmogorov437
process (Koutsoyiannis 2010), is characterized by the following ACF438
ρX(τ) = 12 (|τ + 1|
2H − 2|τ |2H + |τ − 1|2H), (15)439
which exhibits a power-law decay ρX(τ) ∝ |τ |2H−2. For 0.5 < H < 1 the process is positively440
correlated and exhibits long-range dependence, while it reduces to white noise for H = 0.5. The441
discrete-time AR(1) process is characterized by exponentially decaying ACF of the form442
ρX(τ) = exp(−γ |τ |) = ρ|τ |1 , (16)443
where 1/γ is the correlation radius and ρ1 = exp(−γ) is the lag-one autocorrelation coefficient.444
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APPENDIX II. NOTATION LIST445
c number of acceptable defectives in a batch of n items
F cumulative distribution function (CDF)
Ft time-varying cumulative distribution function
f probability density/mass function
H Hurst parameter of the fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) process
k number of failures in a sequence of n trials/experiments
n number of trials or length of observed series
N set of the natural numbers
P fk probability of observing k failures in k trials
p probability values and parameter of βNB distribution
pt time-varying probability
P probability
r number of successes before observing k failures in a sequence of trials
S = 1 − F; survival function (SF)
S fk probability to wait more than n trials to observe k failures
X discrete-time stochastic process describing the design variable (e.g. peak flow)
Xt random variable forming the stochastic process X
x or xt values assumed by Xt
xd design value
Y binary random process describing failure/success
Yt random variable forming the stochastic process Y
Z number of failures in n trials
z values assumed by Z
W waiting time of the k failure
w values assumed byW
α first shape parameter of beta distribution
β second shape parameter of beta distribution
µ mean
Ψ beta random variable
ψ value assumed by Ψ
B beta function
ρβNB correlation parameter of βNB distribution
ρ j lag- j autocorrelation term
ρ jl = Corr[Yj,Yl]; pairwise correlation
ρ1 parameter of the first order autoregressive (AR(1)) process
σ standard deviation
σ2 variance
446
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TABLE 1. Relationships between the nature of the parent processes Xt and Yt (i.e. i/id, ni/id,
etc.) and distributions of the number occurrences Z over generic temporal windows and the waiting
timesW .
Processes Xt and Yj i/id ni/id i/nid ni/nid
Rate of occurrence p p pt pt
Distribution of Z B βB PB –
Distribution ofW NB βNB ENB –
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TABLE 2. Empirical and theoretical mean (µ), standard deviation (σ) and reliability (Rl,k) for the
waiting time of the kth temperature value exceeding the 10% threshold (p = 0.1). The reliability
refers to the probability of waiting time exceeding the nominal expected waiting time µ = k/p.
Empirical NB βNB (Hmean) βNB (Hmin) βNB (Hmax)
µ [months] 43 30 30 30 30
k = 3 σ [months] 34.55 16.43 26.47 22.67 47.09
Rl,k 0.54 0.41 0.61 0.56 0.76
µ [months] 71 50 50 50 50
k = 5 σ [months] 49.08 21.21 36.51 30.45 73.70
Rl,k 0.66 0.43 0.60 0.56 0.74
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Fig. 1. Empirical and theoretical distributions of the arrival time of the kth event for fGn process
and rate of occurrence p = 0.1.
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Fig. 2. Empirical and theoretical distributions of the arrival time of the kth event for AR(1) process
and rate of occurrence p = 0.1.
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Fig. 3. (a) Location of stream gauges. Color scale indicates the values of the lag-1 autocorrelation
of the peak flow sequences at each site. (b) CONUS climate divisions. Color scale denote the
values of the Hurst coefficient of the maximum temperature time series for each climate division.
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Fig. 4. Empirical and theoretical distributions of the arrival time of the kth event extracted from
each of the 200 peak flow sequences described in the text.
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Fig. 5. Empirical and theoretical distributions of the arrival time of the kth event extracted from
each of the 344 maximum temperature series described in the text.
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